Masters in Finance

Formal interview (face to face or online)

After the evaluation of your online application (and entrance exam result – GMAT/CFA/CAIA), if the Admissions Committee thinks that your profile meets our standards, we will invite you to a formal interview with us. This interview will be conducted by IE Finance Alumni, or the Finance Admissions Team. The interview examines the data provided in the application in greater detail and evaluates whether your profile will meet the demands of the program and add value within the class discussion and group work. The main points that we evaluate during this interview will include: the candidate’s knowledge and interest in finance, excellent quantitative skills, capability to work in a multicultural group and to handle heavy workload & stress. Also, the candidate’s enthusiasm, motivation and proved potential to highly succeed in the finance sector are important evaluation factors for us. Technical questions relating to finance topics or knowledge will also be asked during this interview.

Candidates may be asked to do more than one interview, if there is still something the Admissions Committee is not very clear or convinced after the first interview.